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Abstract 
Study presented here is a qualitative research based on the exploration of conceptual base of the study 
concentrating on the importance of petty cash in the business when it comes to private sector companies. The 
specific study is done Kurdistan region where the ISIS crisis has affected the business. Public sector companies 
are well equipped to take care of their activities by the support of government but private parties are facing many 
challenges as the financial crisis has effected banks and financial institutions as well. Here for the support of 
literature a company has been taken for study as the sample for understanding of the reality as stated by the 
literature. This study has the good combination of theoretical base with the practical understanding of the 
application. The study concludes as the companies and organization should making the cash as more of the 
percentage of the financial transition because of  the access of petty cash has power and actions for companies 
finance situation and to better finance situation. The companies and private sector organization should make the 
cash flow statement with correct amount implementation to be positive points for fixing the financial crisis. The 
companies and private sector organization should making the sales by cash amount opposite that the loan (accounts 
payable) way. 
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Introduction 
According to Bordo et al (2001) said that Financial crisis have been started for the many years, but the bigger 
feeling the financial crisis in the summer 200 (Singh and Sahin, 2015), Financial crisis was com e as great surprise 
to the most of people and the difficult seen was in the United states of America (Singh, 2015), it was part of the 
more target of the markets. The propose of this research is to make an onions regarding this case of the financial 
crisis and buy which type of the systems can to reform the sectors specially in private sectors to be anti-Financial 
Crisis and each company and organization could use it as  to be a strong circles around each of the countries and 
system of the rules and organizations specially the private one (Singh and Azad, 2019), the governmental 
organization is not so far regarding the effects of this phenomena also have same factors regarding the financial 
crisis but the reform of it and taking feedback of any transactions  will be some easier regarding the private sectors 
because of the government of country will help the governmental organizations directly and quickly to return back 
in the same of lines before the financial crisis happen it (Singh, Mishra and Mishra (2014), but the private sector 
will get and receive the benefits of the governmental reform for the effectives of the financial crisis was happen 
its slowly and indirectly from the government  because of this points the researcher find that the access of the petty 
cash its one of the points that effected of financial Crisis happen in the private sectors and ongoing with bad 
situations in the all kind of the statements in the companies that they targets is making a profit parallel with the 
current situation in the governments sectors and Growth Domestic product (GDP) level in the any country (Prasad 
et al., 2005). According to McKibbin and Stoeckel (2010) report that financial crisis happen and caused because 
of August 2007 September 2008 there was agreements between the investors in the US with the poor people 
regarding the mortgage industry (Singh, and Mishra, 2013), according this explanation the problem was happened 
(Financial Crisis), also access cash in the banks have basic rules inside the explanation (Singh and Sahin, 2015). 
Because of the poor people buying and buildings the houses (it was dreams before this agreements ) they are 
started to borrow the funds and they own amounts as cash amounts in the bank to the mortgage sector in the 
markets in this example we can analysis that the bank is private sectors and the access petty cash it’s a funds and 
main the problem and  effects of financial crisis was happened and caused in United State of America  during the 
time, day by day the powers of petty cash  was decreased inside the banks and outside of the banks (Singh, 2015), 
in front of the of this the cash amounts was going to outside countries (Singh, and Padhi, 2013), the cash 
transactions between the business to business, business to the customers by Surarchith, and Singh, (2013) ,business 
to markets ,market to markets and customer to  markets was decreased by a big percentage of general cash 
transactions by Singh and Sahin, (2019). The economies in many countries in Asia and in Europe were drastically 
affected even though their banks had very little exposure to United State of America especially in the security of 
the access petty cash circulation and the size of cash amount inside the safe box in the central bank of the America 
(Sahin and Singh, 2018). In Japan, for example, Growth Domestic product (GDP) fell by 4 percent in the first 
quarter of 2009 as stated by Singh, and Yadav, (2013). Less extreme drops in industrial production and Growth 
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Domestic product (GDP) than those experienced in Japan were occurring all over the world and the world economy 




According to Ross (2016) reported that the 21st century has proven to be as economically tumultuous as the two 
preceding centuries, with multiple financial crises striking nations, regions and, in the Great Recession (Singh and 
Bradosti, (2015), the entire global economy by Singh and Sahin, (2019). All financial crises share certain 
characteristics, but each tells its own unique story and has its own unique lessons for the future (Singh, 2015). A 
financial crisis is a generalized term for systemic problems in the larger financial sector of a country or countries 
(Bradosti and Singh, (2015). Financial crises often, but not always, lead to recessions. A fiscal crisis, on the other 
hand, refers to a balance-sheet problem with a government or multiple governments. If the debt load of a 
government creates funding or performance issues, it may be said to experience a fiscal crisis (Ross, 2016). If the 
capitalism countries for example: United States of America borrows too much and finds itself shut out of credit 
small business (Diwan, 2001). Financial Crisis and Fiscal Crisis can happen naturally without any help for the any 
sectors in any country almost parallel with economy crisis , but the fiscal crisis with a link government with country 
and give a role about the financial crisis by direct way and some time by the indirect way, mainly in the government 
responsibility regarding this case properly affect to the quarterly to budget of any government and specially make 
a negative point regarding the blocking saving amounts of central bank ,reducing and decreasing it with decreasing 
the powers the amounts the markets as capital with decreasing the value of the local country currency (Eichengreen 
and  Bordo, 2002). In between 2007 to 2009 global financial crisis was happened because of the bad result of the 
economy crisis with the decreasing level of developments (Singh, and Pratap, (2013), the global financial crisis 
2007-2009 ignited in the one of the biggest and huge capital in the world and then transferred to the most of the 
development country especially in European Country (Goldin, and Vogel, 2010). The effects of global financial 
crisis will be submit up as following value Sherwani and Singh, (2015); in the part of the world wide economy as 
a characters has only make a relationship and contacted just around the circle of the fiscal years, that year was 
2009, because of the global growth domestic product (GDP) shrank from $63.07 trillion to $59.78 trillion (Ross, 
2016; Singh, 2015; Singh and Bradosti, (2015).  
According to Brigham and Ehrhardt (2013) said that  consider how the equilibrium level of revenue is 
determined in the first stage of selecting budget when the owner of some person decision how to start the 
investment (Bradosti and Singh, 2015), this is mean that financial statement as budgeting is so importance for 
selecting the financial and economical steps in any organization generally and private sector specially of course 
the important statements for the investment as financial statement is free cash flow :The cash flow available 
distribution to investors (Singh, 2018), this is mean that we have focused on financial statements as common points 
in annual reports by Singh and Sahin, (2015), when the investor studied the financial statements should fell that 
some crisis will happen in the near of future if the globally situations for private sectors is going to bad because of 
some kind of weakness in the inside the interior  environmental (Singh and Mishra, 2014), with  studied  the bad 
situation in the external eniveronmetial out side of the companies such as the international bad relationship or 
starting the war between some kind of countries  when the investors went by those important points mentioned 
before (Singh, (2013), this is mean the investors can make important in the project management of the investment 
going to planning and controlling by using the strategy and opportunity for making a decision (goal) for starting 
the investment before spread the financial in details regarding the relation between investment and financial crisis  
the investment  is going to financial statement then divide in to  Cash flow, profit loss and Balance sheet also each 
companies have planning of the project consisted of External and internal planning, also external include 
controlling and opportunity, on the other hand for internal  planning is composed of   controlling and strategy of 
the project. In addition to the goal of company to have information for financial crisis for each investment also the 
company will take the feedback for the starting and growing the investment of the project (Kahle and Stulz, 2013).  
 
Financial status of private sector in Kurdistan during crisis 
The Kurdistan region government (KRG) has the possibility to reform accelerated economic development and 
growth in the more of the sectors in the economy, it is wished that Kurdistan region government (KRG) uses that 
suggested form and common economy development evaluated to implement this recommendation in very soon as 
possible (The report of the problems of Kurdistan region government (KRG) and Iraq budget 2013, comity of 
finance and economic and investment) stated by Singh and  Kamaran, (2016). After  to 2003 saving Iraq, it was 
good chance for Kurdistan region government for found more source of the capital in the budgeting by generally 
governments directly and going to the private sector indirectly, I am such as researcher believe that indirectly in 
the decreasing budgeting mean that any amounting accepting in the yearly budget by government and parliament 
also will be distributed by practically part by part and section by section inside the operation cost and investment 
cost directly, this amount will come to the economy circulation inside the markets and give more activity and 
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powers and movements for the all kinds in different sector in the market such as real estate agency ,construction 
sectors, trade sector etc. more of worldwide companies decided to come Kurdistan region government zone for 
starting and making investment such as Shell oil company after opening and growth in the yearly budget in KRG 
government, also the internal company was grow and developed  they capitals in annual budget specially those 
company have a link a governorate for making a projects by cash payments of the amounts from government to 
the private sector inside Kurdistan region government (KRG) (The official website of Kurdistan region 
government, 2016) by Singh and Mishra, (2015). 
According RTI international (2008) reported that the capital budgeting in the private sector will be positive 
impact of the economic sectors, the impact side of the economy grow in KRG specially started with making the 
additional sectors of proofing the yearly budget of (Kurdistan region government) KRG for example some amounts 
of yearly budget after 2003 was coming from the IRAQI Federal governments and other parts was coming from 
the internal transactions in the Government circles by Singh, (2017), increasing the activity of the companies, 
employment in many sectors the development and increasing the import and export in many times the population 
of Kurdistan Region Government was searching for  luxury products, in this case we can say all of the factors 
effected to increasing the capital budget in the private sectors in Kurdistan Region Government  in Iraq. Nawid 
company is started job in Kurdistan Region Government (KRG) in 1998 in Erbil city with capital of 110000$ as 
the capital with the small business regarding general business such as jobs in cigarette (import) and exported in 
source of Iraq and importing the fabrics from source of Korea to the Erbil – Kurdistan Region Government (KRG) 
they distributed in the markets after 2003, Kurdistan Region Government (KRG) developed by many 
sectors  ,Nawid company as one of the companies developed day by day and increased the capital for the company  
with development many sectors such Financial department, ware house departments (Singh, 2017), administration 
department because of the Nawid Company could to make more import in the productions out of Iraq to inside 
Iraq because of the removed blocked economic was decide from United nation, also many of jobs requested in the 
construction and other sectors more of the financial and economical way was open to the investment sectors in 
Kurdistan Region Government (KRG) by Singh, (2017). Nawid was one of Investment Company in that time and 
in Current time decide to increase all kind of activity in the strategy to the last points in the organization structures 
targets and goals (Singh and Sahin, 2017). Nawid company was decide to put aright numbers in the right place 
and in the annual budget with of the some points as negative points (put the right numbers in the wrong place ) 
and put wrong  numbers in the right place with taking the important points regarding access petty cash as one of 
the important financial statements and all the numbers inside this statement in the daily transactions below figures 
regarding some kind of the statements of Nawid Company with the some negative and positive points  and making 
covering for any negative situation (economy and financial) that effects of  financial crisis (Singh and Sahin, 2017). 
 
Negative and positive points of budget private sector in Kurdistan during crisis 
As researcher mentioned in above figure regarding the yearly balance sheet budget overview as of December 31, 
2016 for the Nawid Company general Trade LTD in Erbil-Kurdistan Region Government found that this company 
have contracts with the governments because of more of the amounts as put inside the banks and the petty cash 
amounts is a small amounts ,as we know after June 2014 KRG have bad situation regarding the negatively 
situations in the bank transactions and cash transaction circulation in KRG after that most of companies could not 
receive the cash amounts as loan from the job contract investment with  the Kurdistan region government( KRG) 
by Singh, (2017), those bad points make it negatively actions and points for balance sheet budgets annual overview  
the private sectors as we seen in  balance sheet in Nawid company. The bank amounts put it in the bank is huge 
amounts ,accounts payable is also a big amount The total current liability in the total months 2016 also is the big 
amount beside this  the petty cash amount and accounts receivable is not huge amounts according to Singh (2008) 
said that if anyone or any side need to take any information regarding any companies and private sectors should 
see to the  total current assets in yearly budget balance sheet and the total current liabilities in the annual  budget 
balance sheet, if the first section bigger than second section this is mean that the financial situation for this 
companies is good and going to better opposite that if the total amounts for the second sections are the bigger than 
first section this is mean this company or this private sector organization really inside the financial crisis and this 
is bad situation for that company (Cura, Singh, and Talaat, 2017). I am such researcher believe that this role 
mentioned in the references above is not stable with Nawid company as one of the company in the Iraq-Erbil 
Middle zone because of there is a different policy (Sahin and Singh, 2017), the policy is the company cannot take 
their amounts from all of the Kurdistan region government (KRG) banks because of the Financial crisis happen 
after June 2014 with Coming ISIS to that zones, this is mean that any companies made an agreement for any kind 
of jobs with  Kurdistan region government (KRG), in the previous and finished all type of job correctly and going 
to the all types of quantity and quality of request from government and Kurdistan region government (KRG) give 
it the companies all the fund of the contracts inside companies bank accounts (Pattnaik, Mishra, and Singh, 2012), 
but it’s not benefits for private sectors to cannot  withdraw all or part amounts inside the bank accounts the effects 
for this negative points  ignition the financial crisis in the private sectors because of the contracts of petty cash 
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amounts inside the company’s current assets (Singh and Sahin, 2017).     
 
Conclusion 
The current research is consideration of the effect of access petty cash in financial crisis in private sector. In this 
research the researcher find many of the advantage and disadvantage reasons from the high to the low as affects 
for access petty ash in financial crisis in the private sector (Mohinta, Singh and Mishra, 2017), for example in the 
KRG government I believe that the political issue is an active and it has broken down in KRG because of a 
members of completing political they are agreed to not agreed and they are decided to pending the problems year 
after year so that it was the strongest point  to make KRG’s crises. I suggest to the political people to finish the 
political problems between all colors in the political place  in KRG, after that the fundamental of solution financial 
crises will be started } of course the solution of the financial crises of the private sector organization will be finish 
and starting to the growth, because of the projects from the government will start and the amount of money by 
cash will came to the economy circulation step by step the situation of this bad case of companies will going to 
solve. I suggest the private sectors working by having a access as a powers of job when they starting negotiation 
with the government or other kind of the vendors, or taking advance payment part by part when they starting the 
work in the projects because of the financial crises in KGR government zone will stay until many years. I suggest 
the private sectors working with the bank for case of financial crises happen in the private sectors to help the 
companies and organization by giving some amounts as loan for short term or long term.  
The current research was restricted to identify the effect of access petty cash in financial crisis in private 
sector; it might be suitable to state in the small business for the research. In this case the following business sector 
policy actions may be taken into consideration as an important points: The policy for each country should make 
the prevention for the phenomena of financial crises to be less effect of the investment sector. All kind of 
government in the world wide should be finish the political between each to gather. The government should 
increasing the distribution cash amount as a part of annual yearly budget to far for the financial crisis starting and 
ignition in the private sector. In the case of KRG government - should be starting the negotiation with Iraqi 
government to return the 17 % of the budget. The companies and organization should making the cash as more of 
the percentage of the financial transition because of  the access of petty cash has power and actions for companies 
finance situation and to better finance situation. The companies and private sector organization should make the 
cash flow statement with correct amount implementation to be positive points for fixing the financial crisis. The 
companies and private sector organization should making the sales by cash amount opposite that the loan (accounts 
payable) way.  
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